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(2010) meson production is studied in a high energy neutrino
bubble chamber experiment with mean neutrino energy of 141 GeV. TheD
+
are produced
in (5:6  1:8)% of the neutrino charged current interactions, indicating a steep increase
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1 Introduction
This paper reports a study of D
+
(2010) production by high energy neutrinos using
bubble chamber techniques. Dimuon studies using electronic techniques do not distinguish









, etc.), and rely on
model predictions in deriving the cross section of charm production by neutrinos. More
detailed information is provided by tracking devices such as bubble chambers permitting
mass reconstruction of various charmed particles, either with or without secondary vertex
recognition.
The Fermilab 15 foot Bubble Chamber with a neon{hydrogen lling was irradiated
by a neutrino beam with quadrupole{triplet focusing from the Tevatron which was aimed
at obtaining the highest neutrino energies [1]. The neutrino{ and antineutrino{ induced
charged-current interactions are in a ratio of 6 to 1, and have mean energies of 141 and




mesons) is considered here. In the 1985 and 1987 data taking runs for this experiment,
E632, the molar neon concentration was 74.0 and 62.5 per cent, respectively. Muons
with momentum over 5 GeV from interactions in the bubble chamber are selected af-
ter crossing an absorber by hits in the counter planes of the External Muon Identier.
These muons are identied with an eciency of 91%, while the background from hadron
punchthrough, meson decays, and accidental association does not exceed 0.7%. There
are 5243 neutrino{induced charged current interactions selected from the `minimum bias'
event sample formed by measuring all neutrino interactions on part of the lm. More
of the lm was scanned for events with visible decays of neutral strange particles, which
were then fully measured (the `V
0
' sample). This additional sample eectively increases
the statistics of events with observed K
0
S
decays by a factor of 1.63.
The bubble chamber was equipped with a holographic camera, but this information is
not used in this study as it is only available for events in a limited volume. As secondary
vertices from weak decays of charmed particles are normally not resolved on conventional
lm, one has to rely on combinatorial mass selection of their decay products, usually
involving strange particles. Note that while the neutral kaons are identied in the bubble







decays [1], the charged kaons are essentially indistinguishable
from pions. Therefore, all charged particles are treated as possible pions and as possible
kaons, unless identied otherwise (as low momentum protons stopping in the bubble




mesons with measured fractional momentum uncertainty, 
p
=p, below 20%, and
gammas with 
p
=p below 40%, are used for mass reconstruction to ensure acceptable
precision; a correction for events failing these selections is detailed in section 4.









We select the candidates (called X
0
) for weak decays of the D
0












































All possible pairs of gammas with mass within three standard deviations of 135 MeV are
taken as candidates for the 
0
in (3) and (5). In all channels, the mass of a pion system




In order to reduce combinatorial backgrounds to the D
0
signal, further selections are
made on the decay products. Candidates for decays (1), (3), and (4) are dropped when
the K
 
meson candidate travels in the very forward or very backward directions in the
X
0
rest frame with respect to the X
0



























) be within 150 MeV of the central 
+
mass value, or one of the K masses
be within 80 MeV of the corresponding K

central mass value. Additionally, the decay
helicity angle  is constrained by j cos  j> 0:7. (In a two-stage decay D
0





,  is dened as the angle between P and P
1
directions in the intermediate
V rest frame. In the P-wave decays discussed, the cos  distribution is proportional to
cos
2






































pair to be in the
mass range between 650 and 900 MeV. From reference [3], we expect that the acceptance
of this cut is 0.65.















) , to be within three standard deviations of 5.85 MeV [2].
Both the experimental error on r and the phase space show a steep increase towards
higher r values, resulting in a high level of background combinations arising from the
high-r region. To constrain the latter, for r values in excess of 5.85 MeV, the error on
r is computed after rescaling the slow pion 3-momentum to t the correct value of mass
dierence. (The rescale eectively determines the 
+
momentum in the D
0
frame, but
not its angles there. However, we have veried that the `rescaled' error on r is insensitive
to these angular degrees of freedom. For deniteness, we use a procedure not aecting
the 
+
angle in the D
0
rest frame.) The validity of the rescale procedure is supported
by a Monte Carlo simulation reproducing our experimental resolutions. A posteriori, it is




(1864) mass region, the uncertainty on the mass of the decay products,
m(X
0
), is 55 MeV on average, and exceeds 100 MeV for 10% of all events. The mean
uncertainty on the mass dierence r is 3:3 MeV.
3 The D
+
Signal and Production Dynamics
The masses of selected X
0





{D mass dierence condition) are plotted in Fig 1 for D
0
decay channels (1)-(4) as










contributions to the D
0




Figure 1: Masses of X
0
combinations passing the D







































The combined mass distribution depicted in Fig 2a shows an enhancement in the
D
0
(1864) mass region. No enhancements are observed in mass distributions with either a
wrong{sign (negative) slow pion shown in Fig 2b, or with a right{sign pion in the D

{D
mass dierence sidebands between 3 and 6 standard deviations, see Fig 2c.





divided by the error on m(X
0
), thus measuring the distance between the two masses in
terms of standard deviations. Fig 3a veries that the width of the peak is compatible
with the experimental resolution. This distribution is then tted to a sum of a linear
background and a Gaussian with position and width xed at expected values of zero and
unity, respectively. (In a t treating them as free parameters, we obtain +0:11 0:25 for
peak position, and 0:89 0:16 for its width.) The tted signal is 18:7 4:8 combinations
above the background. Similar ts to the background plots Figs 3b and 3c yield signals
of +1:3 2:0 and +1:5 2:4 which are compatible with zero.
For comparison with the background, we then select the 24 peak combinations within
three standard deviations of m(D
0




Figure 2: Combined m(X
0
) plots for : (a) X
0
combinations tagged by a right-sign slow pion passing
the D

{D mass dierence selection; (b) X
0
combinations tagged by a wrong-sign slow pion passing the
mass dierence selection; (c) X
0
combinations tagged by a right{sign pion with mass dierence in the
sidebands; (d) same as (a) but for E

> 100 GeV. The shaded entries are from the V
0
sample not
involving a decay K
0
S




for the double entry mentioned above. We consider three background samples, selecting
combinations within 400 MeV of m(D
0
) in Figs 2a, 2b, and 2c, and then excluding the





>= 0:580:04, signicantly exceeds that for the combined
background, < z
vis
>= 0:41 0:03. (The individual values for the three backgrounds are
all compatible within one standard deviation.)
To probe the dynamics of D
+
production, one must rst correct the visible neutrino
energy for undetected neutrals. (Note that for these events, none of the usual statistical
corrections based on all charged current events can be applied, as the D
+
is expected to
















are the longitudinal momenta of the muon and of the sum of all measured
hadrons, and R is the average correction factor based on transverse momentum balance.
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(see text) for the same combinations as in Fig 2.
We derive the value of R by analysing the asymmetry, a, between the muon transverse
momentum with respect to incident neutrino, P

T
, and the sum of all measured hadrons

















For the 24 selected peak combinations, we obtain a mean value < a >= 0:069  0:040,
which gives the correction factor
R = (1+ < a >)=(1  < a >) = 1:15 0:09:
After neutrino energy correction, we obtain the `true' fractional hadronic energy, z, for the
peak and background D
+
candidates. The mean values are < z >= 0:510:030:04 and
0:36 0:02 0:03, respectively. Here, the last (systematic) errors reect the uncertainty
of R, and therefore are correlated. Then, taking into account the tted background under
the D
0
peak (4:6  1:3 combinations), we obtain the mean z for `pure' D
+
production
as < z >= 0:55  0:04(stat)  0:04(syst). This value may be compared with < z >=
0:59 0:03 0:08 as observed at lower neutrino energies [4] or with < z >= 0:61 0:04





In a similar manner, for the Bjorken scaling variables we obtain < x >= 0:26 
0:05(stat) :01(syst) and < y >= 0:52 0:07(stat) 0:01(syst), in agreement with the
expected at y distribution.
The D
+
could be products of D
0
decays (see reference [7] and references therein).
A recent search for the production of such D
0
mesons in neutrino and antineutrino
interactions at lower energies [4] only had one candidateD
0
from a signal of some 46D
+
,
and provided upper limits on the D
0
production rate. In our experimental conditions,
we nd that a search for D
0
production is complicated by a poorer mass resolution
which is larger than the natural widths of the D
0
states, and by limited statistics. As a




Some of our candidate combinations in the V
0






have an accompanying K
0
S
(see shaded entries in Figs. 2 and 3). We do not have any
estimate of how often a D
+
will be accompanied by a K
0
S
. Therefore we omit these com-
binations when we estimate the D
+
production rate. Upon dropping these combinations
and subtracting the single double peak entry from the tted value, the observed eect
reduces to 14:8 4:6 events above the background (this estimate is conservative insofar
as several double entries have been retained in the background).
The eect is signicantly reduced by the loss of charged particles which interact in
the bubble chamber before having a long enough track (L
min
) for an accurate momentum
measurement, 
p
=p < 0:2. In the E546 experiment performed in very similar experimental




(p in GeV) for
charged particles with 
p
=p < 0:3. We have checked that this form provides an acceptable
description of our high-energy data. Adding a factor of
q
3=2 for the tighter selection

p
=p < 0:2, we determine momentum{dependent charged particle weights for the two





is the inclusive number of well measured charged particles with measured track length L, in
dierent momentum intervals. For the three{prong and ve{prong D
+
decay topologies
(also counting the slow 
+
), the mean weights correcting for charged decay products with
L < L
min






production is estimated to occur in (5:6  1:8)% of all neutrino charged





[2] are used, and the gamma and K
0
S
[1] detection eciencies are taken into account.) At
lower neutrino energies (about 50 GeV on average), the D
+
production rate has been
measured as (1:22  0:25)% of neutrino charged current interactions [4]. Albeit with a
considerable error, the threefold increase in incident neutrino energy above previously
published results appears to result in a vefold gain in D
+
yield per neutrino interaction.
To probe the energy dependence of D
+
production within the E632 data, we then
select the events with estimated neutrino energy E

above 100 GeV, keeping some 55% of
the charged-current sample with mean energy near 203 GeV. The corresponding mass and
detachment plots, as illustrated in Figs 2d and 3d, show that the bulk of D
+
production
occurs at highest neutrino energies. We estimate that D
+
mesons are produced in (10:3
3:1)% of all neutrino charged current interactions with E

> 100 GeV, and in (0:21:7)%
7
Figure 4: Combined m(X
0
) plots for the BEBC hydrogen and deuterium data with E

> 100 GeV: (a)
X
0
combinations tagged by a right{sign slow pion passing the D

{D mass dierence selection; (b) X
0
combinations tagged by a wrong{sign slow pion passing the mass dierence selection; (c) X
0
combinations
tagged by a right{sign pion with mass dierence in the sidebands.
of interactions with E

< 100 GeV which have a mean energy of 65 GeV.
An alternative probe of energy dependence of the D
+
cross section is to select the
highest-energy neutrino interactions in BEBC (their number is considerable because of
large overall statistics). For this, we select charged current interactions in hydrogen [9]
and deuterium [10] with incident neutrino energy over 100 GeV and with event potential
length in BEBC over 100 cm (1754 and 3372 events, respectively). We correct the event
energy for missing neutrals by statistically balancing the event transverse momentum [11].
The mean neutrino energy for this selected subsample (146 GeV) is close to that for the
full E632 sample. Applying the selections of Section 2, we obtain the mass distributions
of Fig 4 showing a signal for D
+
production. For this high-energy BEBC subsample,
we estimate that D
+
production occurs in (3:8  1:1)% of all neutrino charged current
interactions.
It is interesting to examine the implications of the observed D
+
cross section for
opposite{sign dileptons produced by high energy neutrinos. We adopt the world-average
value of (17:21:9)% [2] for the D
+





































decays are predicted to
occur in (0:940:31)% of all neutrino charged current interactions, and in (1:740:54)%
of those with E

> 100 GeV. These numbers are in excess of, though compatible with,




(2010) meson decays are selected in a high{energy neutrino ex-
periment with mean event energy of 141 GeV. Their production rate is measured as
(5:6  1:8)% per neutrino charged current interaction, signicantly exceeding that for
lower neutrino energies. The mean fractional hadronic energy of the D
+
is 0:55 0:06,





comparable energy of a fragmenting charmed quark.
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